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“Megadroughts”: extreme events in the proxy record

Herweijer et al. (2008)
Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) anomalies for drought events

Data from North American Drought Atlas (NADA; Cook et al. 2004)

FIG. 2. Droughts of the MCA: spatial distribution and PDSI history over the West. As defined by the criteria outlined in section 3.
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but for droughts of modern times.
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Megadrought “conventional wisdom”: blame it on La Niña

observed and modeled states for the post-1998 drought
(Seager 2007). The basic dynamical setup begins with
the SST illustrated in Fig. 6 for the A.D. 1360–1400 pe-
riod. (Results are similar for the A.D. 1430–60 period,
but are less distinct because the SST anomaly was
weaker than that during A.D. 1360–1400.) La Niña–like
conditions in the tropical Pacific, which are imposed,
are clear, with anomalies reaching a fraction of a kelvin,
comparable to those during modern droughts. Outside
of the tropical Pacific the model ocean mixed layer pro-
duces (via surface flux anomalies created as a remote
response to the imposed tropical Pacific SST anoma-
lies) cold SST anomalies in the other tropical oceans
and along the west coast of the Americas and warm
SST anomalies in the extratropical western and central
North Pacific Ocean. This pattern is typical of persis-
tent La Niña–like conditions (e.g., Zhang et al. 1997).

In response to the cooler tropical SSTs, relative to
the modern-day simulation, the tropical troposphere
cools, the zonal mean subtropical jets shift poleward,
and, also in the zonal mean, the midlatitudes warm (Fig.
7, top), all of which, again, are expected responses to
the persistent La Niña and are dynamically explained in
detail by Seager et al. (2003). Consequently, the drying
over western North America fits into a global pattern of
hydroclimate anomaly as shown in Fig. 8. During the
winter half-years (Fig. 8, top) negative regions of
change in precipitation (P) minus evaporation (E) ex-
tend from the subtropical and midlatitude west Pacific
across North American and the Atlantic into the Medi-

terranean region, accompanied by upper-tropospheric
ridges, as is typical of La Niña events (Seager et al.
2005a). Geopotential heights are low in the tropics, fol-
lowing on from the SST cooling.

In the summer half-year (Fig. 8, bottom), although
geopotential heights are low throughout the tropics,
there is only a weak tropically forced signal in the ex-
tratropics, which is potentially consistent with the
weaker mean flow in the summer half-year. In the sum-
mer half-year the change in P ! E is positive over
southern North America, even though the change in P
itself is negative (not shown). The soil moisture anoma-
lies are negative in the summer half-year, because they
are in the winter half-year, combining to form the an-
nual mean negative soil moisture anomaly shown in
Fig. 5. Taken together, this indicates that a reduction of
P ! E in winter causes a soil moisture reduction that
drives both E and, hence, P down in the summers,
which is opposed by anomalous atmospheric moisture
convergence. This seasonal evolution was also the case
in the modeled modern droughts (Seager et al. 2005b;
Herweijer et al. 2006; Seager 2007). The annual mean
change in P ! E (not shown) is zero or weakly negative
over North America, indicating that the annual mean
reduction of P is largely balanced by a reduction of E,
and to a lesser extent by reduced runoff.

Transient eddies provide the link between tropical
climate changes and midlatitude drying. As explained
by Seager et al. (2003), tropical troposphere cooling will
cause a poleward-shifted subtropical jet, which, in turn,

FIG. 6. The difference in SST between the A.D. 1360–1400 and the modern (A.D. 1886–1998) periods as recon-
structed from a coral record in the tropical Pacific and computed by the ocean mixed layer model elsewhere as a
remote response to the tropical Pacific anomalies. Units are in kelvin.
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Seager et al. (2008)

SST reconstructed from Palmyra coral: 
(1360-1400)-(1886-1998)
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NULL HYPOTHESIS

Can you get megadroughts from 
random atmospheric noise, 
without relying on ENSO?
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Megadroughts/pluvials: 1000yr CESM T31x3 PI control

CTL

X - 16 STEVENSON ET AL.: STOCHASTIC MEGADROUGHTS

Yeager, S. G., C. A. Shields, W. G. Large, and J. J. Hack, 2006: The low-resolution290

CCSM3. Journal of Climate, 19, 2545–2566.291

Figure 1. a) Precipitation climatology variance in the University of Delaware dataset [Mat-

suura and Willmott, 2009] (mm
2
/day

2
). b) Same as a), for CTL. c) Change (%) to variance

between CLIM and CTL. d) same as a), for variance of U. Del. precipitation anomaly. e) Same

as b), for deseasonalized variance. f) Same as c), for deseasonalized variance. In c) and f),

stippling indicates regions where an F-test shows differences from CTL insignificant at the 90%

level (degrees of freedom = 12 in c), time series length in f)). All panels use monthly-mean data.
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Great Basin: i.e. Meehl & Hu (2006)

(Observed ann. cycle in precip)
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Megadroughts/pluvials do happen without the ocean

CTL:
fully

coupled

CLIM:
CAM4 

w. 
SST 
ann. 
cycle
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X - 14 STEVENSON ET AL.: STOCHASTIC MEGADROUGHTS

Figure 2. a) Spectrum of monthly deseasonalized precipitation in ‘Northwest Pacific’. b) Same

as a), for the Meehl and Hu [2006] Great Plains region. c) Correlation coefficient for NINO3.4

surface air temperature with precipitation (colors) and mean precipitation (mm/day; contours)

for CTL. Boxes indicate the positions of the averaging regions for precipitation. d) Same as b),

for ‘SoCal‘. e) Same as d)., for ‘Southeast US’. Spectra in a), b), d) and e) are computed using

the method of Bartlett, with a window length of 40 years (units mm2/day2). Colored envelopes

indicate the 90% confidence interval calculated using a χ2 distribution (black: CTL, red: CLIM).
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Results are robust to choice of region
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X - 14 STEVENSON ET AL.: STOCHASTIC MEGADROUGHTS

Figure 2. a) Spectrum of monthly deseasonalized precipitation in ‘Northwest Pacific’. b) Same

as a), for the Meehl and Hu [2006] Great Plains region. c) Correlation coefficient for NINO3.4

surface air temperature with precipitation (colors) and mean precipitation (mm/day; contours)

for CTL. Boxes indicate the positions of the averaging regions for precipitation. d) Same as b),

for ‘SoCal‘. e) Same as d)., for ‘Southeast US’. Spectra in a), b), d) and e) are computed using

the method of Bartlett, with a window length of 40 years (units mm2/day2). Colored envelopes

indicate the 90% confidence interval calculated using a χ2 distribution (black: CTL, red: CLIM).
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Results are robust to choice of region
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Cannot rule out chaotic midlatitude circulation
“null hypothesis”

Figure S3: Dominant modes of precipitation variability and associated circulation patterns

in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. a)-c) EOFs 1-3 of precipitation over North America. d)-f)

Sea level pressure (colors) and wind speed at 10m (arrows) correlated with the time series

of the scalar product of precipitation with EOFs 1-3 (see main text for calculation details).

Figure S4: Left: Dominant three EOFs of sea level pressure anomaly in the NCEP/NCAR

reanalysis and associated circulation patterns. Middle: Same for CTL. Right: Same for

CLIM.

4

Dominant SLP modes show 
mixture of signatures from PNA/

NPO/other influences: 
CTL, CLIM modes identical
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Circulation during megadroughts differs in CTL, CLIM

CTL

CLIM

(DJF 
anomalies)
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Main conclusions

Events that look like megadroughts can occur with 
no ocean coupling.

Overall precip variability shows little ENSO signal... 
except possibly in the SE US.

Land/atmosphere coupling could be important; 
more work is needed to see whether land or ocean 

forcing matters more.

For more details... see Sally Langford’s poster!
CVC-6
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